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Micro-magnets are key components for quantum information processing with individual spins, en-
abling arbitrary rotations and addressability. In this work, characterization of sub-micrometer sized
CoFe ferromagnets is performed with Hall bars electrostatically defined in a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas. Due to the ballistic nature of electron transport in the cross junction of the Hall bar,
anomalies such as the quenched Hall effect appear near zero external magnetic field, thus hindering
the sensitivity of the magnetometer to small magnetic fields. However, it is shown that the sensitivity
of the diffusive limit can be almost completely restored at low temperatures using a large current
density in the Hall bar of about 10 A/m. Overcoming the size limitation of conventional etched
Hall bars with electrostatic gating enables the measurement of magnetization curves of 440 nm wide
micro-magnets with a signal-to-noise ratio above 103. Furthermore, the inhomogeneity of the stray
magnetic field created by the micro-magnets is directly measured using the gate-voltage-dependent
width of the sensitive area of the Hall bar.

Exciting progress towards quantum technologies has
recently been made with electron spins in quantum
dots [1–4]. The stray magnetic field of proximal fer-
romagnets enables fast single-qubit operations through
electric-dipole spin resonance and addressability between
neighbouring spins [5–10]. However, for scaling up to mul-
tiple dot architectures, ferromagnets of sizes comparable
to the lithographic dimensions of the dots, which can be
as small as 50 nm [11], are desired. Magnetization proper-
ties of sub-micrometer-scale magnets depend greatly on
the interplay between magnetocrystalline and shape ani-
sotropies [12]. Therefore, it is necessary to verify that in-
dividual ferromagnets produce large inhomogeneous ma-
gnetic fields at a low saturation field, two features desired
for spin manipulation in quantum dots.

Magnetometry of individual magnets can be perfor-
med using techniques such as magnetic force micro-
scopy [4, 13], micro-SQUID magnetometry [14] and Hall
magnetometry [15–17]. In the latter, an in-plane magne-
tic field polarizes a ferromagnet placed close to a Hall bar,
which creates a stray magnetic field in the Hall bar [17]. A
Hall voltage proportional to the out-of-plane component
of the stray field averaged over the cross junction of the
Hall bar is then created [16]. This Hall voltage is signifi-
cant only when the Hall bar is carefully aligned and com-
parable in size with the ferromagnet. Micrometer-sized
Hall bars can be fabricated by etching an heterostructure
with a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) [15–17]. Ho-
wever, a large depletion zone at the edge of the etched
area usually restricts the lateral dimensions of etched
Hall bars to a micrometer [18–20], limiting the signal-
to-noise ratio for nanometer-scale ferromagnets [15, 21–
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24]. While sensitive area of Hall bars can be reduced to
sub-micrometer dimensions with electrostatic gating [25–
27], a detailed study of these devices as magnetometers
is lacking.

In this Letter, we present magnetometry results of indi-
vidual sub-micrometer sized ferromagnets obtained using
Hall bars defined electrostatically by depletion gates. The
response of the magnetometer is first characterized in
an external perpendicular magnetic field. Magnetization
curves with high signal-to-noise ratios of two ferromagnet
geometries are then presented. The electrostatic control
over the active area of the Hall bar reveals the inhomoge-
neity of the stray magnetic field, a characteristic desired
for spin manipulation with micro-magnets and not di-
rectly accessible with Hall bars of fixed dimensions such
as etched bars. Moreover, electrostatic Hall bars can be
incorporated into the fabrication of lateral quantum dot
devices without additional steps, allowing on-chip micro-
magnetic characterization.

Gated Hall bars are fabricated from a AlGaAs/GaAs
heterostructure in which a 2DEG with an electron den-
sity of n2D = 2.2 × 1011 cm−2 and a mobility of µ =
1.7×106 cm2/(V× s) is formed at a distance d = 100 nm
from the surface [28]. As shown in the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of Fig. 1 (a) and (b), deple-
tion gates are shaped in order to define in the 2DEG a
Hall bar which is only slightly larger than the magnets.
Transport measurements show that ohmic contacts inside
and outside the Hall bar are well isolated from each other
for gate voltages below -0.55 V, indicating the formation
of a Hall bar. Micro-magnets are fabricated using a stan-
dard lift-off process with electron-beam lithography follo-
wed by electron-beam deposition of 300 nm thick CoFe.
Devices A and B each have a lithographically-identical
cylindrical-shaped micro-magnet while a stadium-shaped
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Figure 1. False-colored SEM images of gated Hall bars with
(a) self-insulating aluminium depletion gates and 550 nm wide
channels for devices A and B and (b) titanium/gold depletion
gates and 750 nm wide channels for device C. Both type of de-
vices have a 300 nm-thick CoFe micro-magnet near the cross
junction of the Hall bar. Ohmic contacts inside and outside
the Hall bar are respectively shown as white and gray crossed
squares in (a). The self-insulating property of aluminium gates
can be used to avoid electrical contacts between the gates and
the micro-magnet. (c) Combined simulations of the electron
density n2D(x, y, d) profile for a gate voltage Vg = −0.6 V and
of the magnetic field profile Bz(x, y, d) of the micro-magnet
of device A when saturated by an in-plane magnetic field
B//, both evaluated in the 2DEG (d = 100 nm). Black da-
shed lines delimit the considered cross junction of width w
and blue and red dashed lines indicate lines along which den-
sity profiles of (d) are plotted. (d) Normalized density profiles
n2D(x, y, d)/n2D(0, 0, d) along x = y (blue, projected along x)
and y = −1.5 µm (red) show different effective widths for the
cross junction and the leads of the gated Hall bar. Widths
calculated from the x = y profile at half-maximum (w0.5) and
at 10% of the maximum (w0.1) are later considered.

magnet is present on device C.
A simulation of the electron density n2D, performed

using nextnano [29] for a gate voltage Vg of -0.6 V, dis-
plays a well defined Hall bar in the 2DEG (Fig. 1 (c)).
The width w of the cross junction of the Hall bar, the
sensitive area of the magnetometer, cannot be determi-
ned accurately by transport measurements as current is
first pinched off in the leads. Indeed, the cross section
of the density profile along a diagonal, projected into
the x axis, shows a width significantly larger than along
current-carrying leads (Fig. 1 (d)).

The out-of-plane stray magnetic field Bz(x, y, d),

shown in Fig. 1 (c) for device A, is simulated at saturation
in a parallel field using Radia [30]. The saturated magne-
tization of 1.93 T is determined from measurements on
CoFe thin films using a SQUID magnetometer. In or-
der to maximize the detected magnetic field, the relative
position between the Hall bar and the micro-magnet is
chosen such that the magnetic field of a single pole of the
magnet enters the cross junction of the Hall bar. With
an optimal position of the micro-magnet, the average
transverse magnetic field in the cross junction, 〈Bsat

z 〉,
reaches approximately 84 mT according to simulations,
about 37% of the peak magnetic field in the 2DEG.

A standard lock-in technique is used to measure the
Hall voltage VH ≡ V+−V− in phase with a low-frequency
ac injection current I+ at a temperature of 1.5 K. Fi-
gure 2 (a) shows the measurements of the Hall resis-
tance RH = VH/I+ in a perpendicular magnetic field
B⊥ for a fixed gate voltage of −0.6 V applied to all
gates of device B. The electron density in the cross junc-
tion n2D = 1.54 × 1011 cm−2, obtained by a linear re-
gression given by RH(B⊥) = B⊥/en2D, is found to vary
by less than 1% when changing I+ by three orders of
magnitude.

Deviations from the RH ∝ B⊥ behaviour are observed
for injection currents below 500 nA with two distinct fea-
tures. The plateaus at high fields (B⊥ > 0.75 T) are due
to the usual quantum Hall effect (QHE) [31]. The low-
field anomalies are related to the last Hall plateau and
the quenched Hall effect [32]. Deviations from linearity
are highlighted in Fig. 2 (b) by plotting the normalized
slope α ≡ en2D (dRH/dB⊥), calculated from the numeri-
cal derivative of RH normalized by the slope 1/en2D [16].
A near-zero α implies that the Hall magnetometer is in-
sensitive to stray magnetic fields.

Low-field anomalies require ballistic electron transport
and rounded corners [33], which is the case for our ga-
ted Hall bars (Fig. 1 (c)). These anomalies should be
visible when B⊥ is smaller than a characteristic magne-
tic field B0 = ~kF /ew, where kF =

√
2πn2D is the Fermi

wavevector [34]. Considering a cross junction width w
of 500 nm and the measured n2D for device B, the cha-
racteristic magnetic field B0 is 130 mT, which corres-
ponds approximately to the observed range of deviations
in Fig. 2 (b).

Both the QHE and the low-field anomalies can be
quenched at a temperature of 1.5 K using a high current
density J ≡ I+/w. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2 (c), the
standard deviation of α from 1 at high fields indicates a
critical current density of about 1 A/m for the QHE [35]
while a current density ten times larger is necessary to
almost completely quench low-field anomalies. The Hall
resistance deviates only slightly from its linear behaviour
at an injection current of about 5 µA (Fig. 3 (a)). While
higher current densities could be used to further suppress
the anomalies, we find that the Hall effect becomes again
nonlinear for current densities above a threshold depen-
ding on the sample, gate voltage and external magnetic
field.
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Figure 2. (a) Hall resistance RH as a function of an out-of-plane magnetic field B⊥ for device B for the different injection
currents I+ indicated in (b) and for Vg = −0.6 V. Traces are offset by multiples of 1 kΩ for clarity and linear regressions
are shown as black dashed lines, corresponding to an electron density n2D = 1.54 × 1011 cm−2. Inset : zoom of the anomaly
near zero magnetic field for I+ = 4 nA. (b) Numerical derivative of the Hall resistance measurements normalized by the slope
of the corresponding linear regression, defined as α. Positive to negative magnetic field sweeps are color-coded blue to red
depending on the injection current while negative to positive sweeps are shown in green for all injection currents shown on
the right axis. Black vertical dashed lines show the characteristic magnetic field ±B0 = ±130 mT. Black and grey horizontal
dashed lines show α = 1 and α = 0 respectively for each measurement. (c) Standard deviation of α from 1 in the magnetic field
range |B⊥| ≤ B0/2, corresponding to low-field anomalies (circles), and |B⊥| ≥ 1 T, corresponding to the QHE (squares), as a
function of current density J = I+/w with w = 500 nm. Black lines are guides to the eye.

In a external in-plane magnetic field B//, the ferroma-
gnets produce a stray magnetic field with an out-of-plane
component at the level of the 2DEG. The magnetization
curves of the ferromagnets are then obtained by measu-
ring the Hall resistance RH as a function of B// [17]. The
small nonlinearity of RH(B⊥) remaining at high current
densities can be accounted for when evaluating the ef-
fective magnetic field 〈Bz〉 created by the micro-magnet.
The normalized response α of the magnetometer is consi-
dered to be given by α(B⊥) measured in a perpendicular
magnetic field B⊥ but evaluated at the effective magnetic
field 〈Bz〉, such that

〈Bz〉(B//) =
en2DRH(B//)

α(〈Bz〉)
. (1)

An iterative method is used to solve this equation. The
magnetic field 〈B(i)

z 〉(B//) at the ith step is evaluated
using α(〈B(i−1)

z 〉). Starting from the initial condition
α(〈B(0)

z 〉) = 1, the process is repeated until convergence.
Figure 3 (b) and (d) show the magnetization curves of the
micro-magnets of devices B and C corrected using this
method. The signal-to-noise ratio of 〈Bz〉 at saturation
is higher than 103 for devices A and B and slightly above
102 for device C [36]. The small discrepancy between cor-
rected and uncorrected (α = 1) effective magnetic fields
implies that a high current density is enough to obtain
without further corrections reliable magnetization curves
with gated Hall bars (Fig. 3 (c)).

The gate voltage dependence of the electron density
n2D and the Hall resistance at saturation Rsat

H is shown

in Fig. 4 (a) for device B. The increase of the Hall re-
sistance at saturation when the gate voltage Vg becomes
more negative cannot be entirely explained by a decrea-
sing electron density. Because the stray magnetic field is
highly inhomogeneous near the cross junction, the ave-
rage magnetic field depends on the width of the cross
junction in the 2DEG which in turns depends on the
gate voltage. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the effective magne-
tic field at saturation 〈Bsat

z 〉, calculated using Eq. (1), is
found to increase for both devices A and B when decrea-
sing gate voltage. This provides a direct measurement
of the inhomogeneity of the stray magnetic field of the
micro-magnets.

To be more quantitative, the measured effective trans-
verse magnetic field can be related to the cross junction
width w using the simulated magnetic profile Bz(x, y, d)
according to

〈Bsat
z 〉(w) =

∫ w/2

−w/2

∫ w/2

−w/2

dx dy Bz(x, y, d)/w
2, (2)

where the origin (x = 0, y = 0) is defined at the center of
the cross junction as in Fig. 1 (c). Figure 4 (c) shows for
devices A and B the results of the calculation in which
the relative position between the cross junction and the
micro-magnet is determined from SEM images. The mea-
surements 〈Bsat

z 〉(Vg) (Fig. 4 (b)) are then compared to
the calculations 〈Bsat

z 〉(w) (Fig. 4 (c)) to determine the
cross junction width w corresponding to each gate vol-
tage Vg. A linear dependence on gate voltage is observed
(Fig. 4 (d)), consistent with previous measurements in
one-dimensional channels [26]. Furthermore, the values
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Figure 3. (a) Derivative of the Hall resistance as a function
of B⊥ for device B with I+ = 5 µA. (b) Effective magne-
tic field 〈Bz〉 of the micro-magnet as a function of an in-plane
magnetic field B// for the cylindrical micro-magnet (L/2r = 1,
r = 230 nm) of device B for I+ = 5 µA. (c) Difference ∆〈Bz〉
between the corrected effective magnetic field 〈Bz〉 and the
effective magnetic field calculated using 〈Bz〉′ = en2DRH(B//)
for the magnetization curve of device B shown in (b). (d) Ma-
gnetization curve of the 8 µm long stadium-shaped micro-
magnet (L/2r ≈ 18, r = 220 nm) of device C with I+ = 2 µA.
All these measurements are performed using a gate voltage
Vg = −0.6 V applied on all gates. Blue and red lines respec-
tively indicate positive to negative and negative to positive
magnetic field sweeps.

of w between lithographically identical devices A and B
are very similar. This shows that the magnetic fields dif-
ferences in Fig. 4 (b) are mostly explained by the align-
ment of the micro-magnets, differing by approximately
40 nm according to SEM images. Finally, the cross junc-
tion widths calculated from electrostatic simulations are
compared in Fig. 4 (d) to the experimentally estimated
widths. The good agreement with the simulations indi-
cates that the measured effective magnetic field can be
approximated by the average magnetic field in the cross
junction of the Hall bar.

In conclusion, Hall bars electrostatically-defined in a
two-dimensional electron gas have been used to perform
magnetometry of sub-micrometer-sized ferromagnets.
Electrostatic control over the active area of the Hall

magnetometer has enabled measurements of the inho-
mogeneity of the stray magnetic field created by the

Figure 4. (a) Electron density n2D (blue squares) and Hall
resistance at saturation Rsat

H (red squares) as a function of the
gate voltage Vg for device B. (b) Effective magnetic field at
saturation 〈Bsat

z 〉 as a function of gate voltage Vg for devices
A (blue circles) and B (purple squares). Dashed lines indi-
cate gate-voltage averaged 〈Bsat

z 〉 for both devices. (c) 〈Bsat
z 〉

as a function of the cross junction width w as calculated
using equation (2) and the simulated magnetic field profile
Bz(x, y, d) of the micro-magnet in the plane of the 2DEG
(d = 100 nm) for devices A (blue plain line) and B (purple
plain line). The vertical dashed line shows the lithographic
width of 550 nm of the devices while horizontal dashed lines
are the same than in (b). (d) Cross junction width w as a
function of gate voltage Vg as determined by comparing (b)
and (c) for devices A (blue circles) and B (purple squares).
Plain lines show linear fits to data for each device while dashed
lines show the width extracted from electrostatic simulations
of the electron density profile in the cross junction at half-
maximum (w0.5) and 10% of the maximum (w0.1) as shown
in Fig. 1 (d). In all data of this figure, error bars correspon-
ding to three standard deviations of the measured quantities
for

∣∣B//

∣∣ > 1 T are smaller than the symbols.

micro-magnets. Low-field anomalies initially limiting the
sensitivity of the magnetometer have been almost com-
pletely quenched using a large current density of about
10 A/m. The high signal-to-noise ratio of the measured
magnetization curves makes gated Hall bars a sensitive
and practical tool for the development of spin qubits
with micro-magnets and for precise magnetometry of
mesoscopic magnetic systems, such as nanometer-scale
ferromagnets and superconductors.
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